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Welcome to American Scale’s new quarterly newsletter.
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The purpose of a newsletter is to provide information on
new products and updates on existing ones, Several items
will be featured in each edition with descriptions and other
pertinent information. Information on American Scale and
the services we offer will also be featured.
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The past few months have afforded us the opportunity to
fulfill numerous quote requests and orders. This is a sure
American Scale offices, Louisville KY
sign the economy continues to show signs of recovery. This
increased confidence in the economy is great news for all of us.
The bottom line is that we know you have choices. We at American Scale are continually working to be your
chosen supplier for all product and service requirements related to your weighing equipment. As time
progresses, we look forward to bringing you news of projects completed, new products and services offered.
We have locations in Louisville, KY and Evansville, IN to serve you better. You can also visit us online at
www.american-scale.com As always, please feel free to contact us with any questions or concerns. Thank you

Avery Weigh-Tronix
ZM201 Indicator
This new entry‐level indicator series is ideal for applica ons
that require a basic weighing indicator for performing Zero,
Tare and Print func ons. The simple yet powerful design
makes them the perfect choice for connec ng with bench,
pla orm or floor scale and bin/tank/hopper (vessel) scales.

Key features


Enclosures for a range of environments: The new
range of indicators come in a choice of three enclosures: ABS, IP66 rated stainless steel, and stainless steel
panel mount.



Bold, easy‐to‐read display: The indicators feature a bold and easy to read TN display which is suitable for
use in a variety of ligh ng condi ons, from bright sunlight to dimly lit environments.



Func onal keypad: The ZM201 features seven opera onal keys, which are resistant to chemicals and oil
and fulfill common opera onal requirements.



Signal processor: An alterna ve to the tradi onal weight indicator, the signal processor is ideal for
applica ons such as batching, blending, system process control or inven‐tory, which require data for
logging and recording but do not need a visual weight display.



Ba ery op on: The op onal rechargeable ba ery enables the stainless steel or ABS indicator models to be
used remote from the mains power, making them suitable for use in loca ons where there is no AC power,
or in portable applica ons.
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Avery Weigh-Tronix ProDec Floor Scale
Compatible Products

Avery Weigh-Tronix
ZQ375 Checkweigher
 Food grade
 Full Stainless Steel
Construction

Indicators—
The AWT highly
-intelligent digital
weight and scale
indicators are
designed for any
weighing application and can be
customized to your weighing
requirements.

Customized

LED Remote

scale software
allows you to
transform your
raw weight
information into
business intelligence, which allows
you to analyze and optimize your
weighing operation.

Displays allow
for clear, comfortable viewing
of your scale
information at
considerable distances, both
indoors and outdoors.

 Food Industry & Beyond
Solution

For more information on customized weighing solutions contact

American Scale Corporation
800.928.5005

OR

sales@american-scale.com

 Hygienic, Versatile & Reliable
 Visible Weighing Data &
Statistics

Truck & Vehicle Weighing Scale Systems

 Fast, Effective Simple
Checkweighing

 Maximize Performance &
Profitability

 Meets Strict Legislative
Requirements

Meet Your Individual Application Requirements
Premium truck scales have become the performance benchmark for ruggedness and performance in heavy use applications. Available in
both steel and concrete in standards lengths of 25, 50, 75, 100 and 125 feet, they install anywhere, depending on your state regulations,
space requirements and environmental conditions. You can use it as a pit type scale, place it on a concrete slab, or simply set it on concrete piers. Features provide an unbeatable combination of structural integrity and cost effectiveness.
Truck scales weigh trucks and other vehicles dependably and accurately, even in toughest industrial environments. Each vehicle scale’s is
performance tested to NIST, NTEP and ISO specifications. Pair your scale with a full range of indicators, remote displays, software and
other accessories for the ultimate weighing and data management solution.
Pre-fabricated or built-to-specification truck scales are available. We custom build your truck scale and program it to meet your specific
needs. Installation and set up are not the end, only the beginning. To assure that your operation will keep running efficiently, our technician
team is trained to calibrate and service most manufacturers’ models.
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Visit us on the web
american-scale.com
We Rent Scales !
The end of the year is rapidly approaching. Many companies have recognized the importance of having an accurate inventory and the
impact a poorly-done physical inventory can have on profitability and
future planning.
Take the anxiety out of picture by contacting American Scale for your
temporary counting scale system. We have a complete line of counting
scales and platform scales that is sure to fit your application requirements. We provide a full service program from equipment selection and
testing to delivery and training.

Call TODAY to schedule—800.928.5005

